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The meeting has been organized by Arie Hordijk (University of Leiden, The Nether
lands) and Volker Schmidt (University of Ulm,.Germany).

There were talks and discussions dealing with the following subjects:

Large deviations and heavy tails

• Long range dependence

• Queucing networks

• Heavy trafik

• Performance analysis

• Coupling and renewal theory

• Subexponential distributions

• Point processes

• Markov processes

• Duality and admission control

• Processor sharing and priorities

• Simulation and change analysis

• Tandem networks

• Conservation laws and fluid models

Apart from the regular talks there was a poster session on UStochastic Models in
Telecommunications" .

Richard Serfozo, Editor-in-Chief of Queueing Systems: Theory and Applications
(QUESTA) donated to the MFO library a complim~ntary subscription to the jour
nal. QUESTA is a leading international journal in applied probability.
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ABSTRACTS

SCHEDULING STRATEGIES AND LONG-RANGE. DEPENDENCE

ANANTHARAM, v.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, USA

Let T,I' n E ~ be the points of a Poisson process and let Tn , n E Z be i.i.d. non
negative random variables with P(Tn > t) = t- a L(t) where I < Q < 2 and L(t) is
slowly varying .. Let A(t} = Lne:a l(Tn ~ t ~. Tn + Tn ). Then (A(t), t E IR) is a
long-range dependent stationary stochastic process, i.e. J~oo Ih(u)ldu = 00 , where
h(u) = E[A(t)A(t + u)]. .
Processcs of this type are believed to be important models for trafik in communi
cation networks. Motivated by practical considerations, we studied the following
problems: .

l. Does long-range dependence persist when a process 'Jf this type is rcgulated
by a leaky bucket flow control scheme? We show that. it does.

2. ean one construet tractable queueing networks whose arrival processes are of
this type? We show that such networks can be built by using the S-queues of
Walrand with trafik flowing between the queues by Bernoulli routing. Further,
the inter-queue traffic processes are aU also long-range dependent.

3. Can control be used to mitigate the effects of long-range dependence on
queues? We show that it can. Indeed , while the stationary sojourn thne
of a customer at a first come first served single server queue fed by an ar
rival process of this type is regularly varying with infinite mean , one ean find
causal stationary scheduling polides for whieh the stationary sojourn ~irne of
a customer is regularly varying with finite mean.

ON A CONTROL PROBLEM FORrRISK PROCESSES AND
QUEUES

ASMUSSEN, s.
LUND UNIVERSITY, SWEDEN

Let Ar be compound Poisson with drift 11 =EAr/t and S; = x + II( I + 'J)t - Ar
the generated risk process, Tb' (z) its ruin probability. We compare S; with the
eontrolled risk .process Sr = x + (1 + 7J) J~ AJ/sds - Ar with ruin probability ",(x).
With heavy tails, lim infz -+ oo Tb(z)/Tb'(z) ~ I. With light tails, it can bc deduced
frOlu arecent result of Nyrhinen that lim infr -+ oo 1/J(z)/t//(z) = 00. We supplf'ment
by studying the claims history leading to ruin: The claims have been few and slJIall
from the outset so that the premium has been set too low. This is done both
in the compound Poisson setting aod in a diffusion limit , where it turns out that
Tb(z) =1/J'(x) = e- 2r

.

'1.
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QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH CROSS TRAFFIC

BACCELLI, F. 1

ENS, PARIS, FRANCE

Thc TCP protocol is the basic transmission control mechanism of the Internet.
In this joint work with Thomas Bonald, we propose a mathematical model for this
protocol. This model is hased on the perturbation of a (max,+)-linear system
(representing the window flow control) by cross-traffic (representing the offer of
the other users on the controlled connection). This leads to a random dynamical
system, which boils down to a stochastic (max,+)-Iinear system in the absence of
cross trafik. We use ergodie theory to prove the existence of a maximal throughput
for the controlled flow and to build a minimal stationary regime for such a system.
We then show that this maximal throughput is extremely sensitive to the. variability
of the cross-trafik, and also to small parametric variations. An example\vhere the
boundary of the stability region (Le. the maximal throughput) of the controlled
connection is a self-similar eurve ilIustrates this sensitivity.

QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH INDEPENDENT RESOURCES

BAMBOS, N.2

STANFORD UNIVERSITY, USA

Consider a set of Q parallel queues and a service mechanism (server) that ean
bc in any one of M possible states at any point in time. When the server .is in the
Tn-th state, the q-th queue receives service at rate r~. There is also a differential
cost that the system incurs when the server is in state m. We study the problem
of dynamically choosing the server's state so as to maximize the throughput of the
system, that is, the maximum load that the system can tolerate witho~t excessive
build-up of backlog in the queues. We also discuss the problem of dynamically
selecting the server states so as to minimize the lang-run aggregate cast to run the
system, given a feasible load and quality of service constraints (say, average backlogs
less than certain thresholds) that each queue has to satisfy. We then extend the
results to acyclic networks of nod"es of the type described above. The motivation
for considering this dass of models and the related problems comes from power
control in wireless communication networks and also fast scheduling in high-speed
switching systems.

I The paper is available on the author's web page.
2 Joint work with M. Azmony.
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RISK AND DUALITY IN MULTIDIMENSIONS

BLASZCZYSZYN.8.3

UNIVERSITY OF WROCLAW, POLAND

We present, in discrete time, general-state-space dualities between content and
insurance risk processes that generalize the stationary recursive duality of Asrnussen
and Sigman and the Markovian duality of Siegmund (hoth of which are onedimen
sional). The main idea is to allow a risk process to be set-valued, and to definc ruin
as the first time that the risk proeess becornes the whole spaee. Thc risk process
can also become infinitely rieh which means that it eventually takes on the empty
set as its value. In the Markovian case, our results connect deeply with stochastie
geometry. As a motivating example, in the multidimensional Euclidean space our
approach yields a dual risk proeess for the Kiefer and Wolfowitz vector in the classic
G/G/c queue, and we include a simulation study of this dual to obtain estimates
for thc ruin probabilities.

LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR REAL-VALUED MARKOV CHAINS

BOROVKOV. A.
INSTITUTE OF MATHEMATICS, NOVOSIBIRSK, RUSSIA

Let X(n), 71 = 0, 1, ..., be a real-valued Markov chain with initial position X(O).
We consider spatially asymptotically homogeneous Markov chains for which incre
ments ~(x) = X(n + 1) - X(n), given X(n) =" x, converge weakly in distribution
to ~. For such Markov chains we found under broad conditions the logarithrnic and
fine asymptotics of P(X(n) > x) as n -+ 00, x -+ 00. The case ofstationary Markov
chains (u = 00) is not excluded. Assumptions include existence of a stationary dis
tribution (ergodicity of the Markov chain) and conClitions coneerning distributions
of X(O), { and closeness of {(x) and eas x -+ 00.

GENERALIZED PROCESSOR'SHARING WITH LONG-TAILED
TRAFFIC SOURCES

BORST, S.
CWI. AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

In this talk we analyze the queueing behaviour of long-tailed trafik sources
under the Generalized Processor Sharing (CPS) diseipline. Under mild stability
conditions, we show that the tail behaviour of the buffer content of an individual
source with long-tailed trafik charaeteristics is equivalent to the tail behaviour
when that source is served in isolation at a constant rate, which is equal to the link
rate minus the aggregate average rate of all other sourees. Thus, asymptotically,
the buffer content of a source is only affected by the traffk characteristics of the
other sources through their aggregate average rate. In particular 1 the source is

3 Joint work with K. Sigman.
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essentially immune from excessive activity of sources with n heavier" -tailed trafik
characteristics.

QUEUES WITH HEAVY TAILS

BOXMA, o. J. 4

EINDHOVEN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY. THE NETHERLANDS

Recent measurements in high-speed telecommunications networks have revealed
the occurrence of traffic conditions that exhibit long-range dependence and bursti
ness over an extremely wide range of time scales. This has triggered research
on queues with heavy-tailed distributions: fluid queues fed by on-off sources with
heavy-tailed on- and/or off distributions, but also the cIassical GIIG11 queue with
heavy-tailed service and/or interarrival time distribution.
In this talk we discuss the latter GIIG11 queue. The service- and/or interarriv~J.>:

time distributionis assumed to be regularly varying of index -v E (-2, -1). The
emphasis will be on the MJG11 queue. Several service disciplines will be consid~
cred: FCFS, LCFS-PR, and processor sharing.
Two types of results will be presented. Firstly, the tail behaviour ·of waiting times
and workloads is investigated; in several cases, these tails also turn out to be reg
ularly varying, the index depending on the service diseipline. Secondly, we present
heavy-traffic limit theorems for the distributions of several quantities, like the sta
tionary waiting time Wand the residual busy period P in the MIG/t queue. Ap
propriate 'contraetion factors' Äw(p) and Äp(p) are identified, so that Äw(p}W
and ßp(p)P converge in distribution when the traffie load p approaehes one. The
corresponding limiting distributions are identified and discussed.

SOME STOCHASTIC MODELS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

BRANDT, A.
HUMBOLDT UNIVERSITY OF BERLIN. CERMANY

We present some stochastic models and their analysis. In partieular we give a
detailed analysis of a call center with an integrated voicemail server. The eorre·
sponding mathematical model is a two-queue priority s,} stern with impatienee, being
a generalization of the M(n)/M(n}/s+GI system. We derive the balance equations
for the density of the stationary state process in terms of integral equations. Ap
plying recent results for those equations we can give an analytical 5.0lution for thc
stationary distribution of the first queue. For obtaining performance measures for
thc seeond queue (in the application the voieemail server) we eonstruct a system
approximation based on fitting impatience intensities. The results are speeialized
for the call center application. Numerical results show that the approximation works
weil. Further, for an important special ease a stochastic decomposition is derived
illuminating the eonnection to the dynamies of the M(n)/M(n)/s+GI system.

4The processor sharing results are based on joint wark with A.P. Zwar!; the heavy-traffic limit
theorems are based on joint work with J.\V. Cohen.
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HAWKES BRANCHING PROCESS WITHOUT ANCESTORS AND
LONG-RANGE DEPENDENCE

BREMAUD, p.5
CNRS. GIF SUR YVETTE , FRANCE

Anccstors are born at thc times of a point process (Poisson, intensity v). They
give birth to children, which in turn ... Each member of the community indllding
thc ancestors has the following reproduction pattern. When born at time s, the
individual produces children acording to a Poisson pattern, with intensity h(t - s).
The result is a Hawkes branching process of stochastic intensity

A(t) = 11 + loo h(t - s)N(ds) , 11 > 0 .

If f h < I, there is a stationary state, and the average rate of birth is of course
A = v + (f h}A. What happens when v ~ 0, keeping A constant? More seriously,
what happens when v = O? (no ancestors). In other words, does a point process,
stationary, exist with the intensity

.\(1) = 1'00 h(1 - s)N(ds) .

Of course, if we want that A < 00, then neccssarily Jh == I (critical case). We
show existence when h(t} ..... 1/t 1+a , 0 < 0 < 1/2, as t ~ 00. Of course there is no
uniqueness. The resulting process is long-range dependent, with a spectral density
which is ..... l/w20 at the right.

CORRELATION THEORY FOR EXPONENTIAL NETWORKS:
END-TO-END-DELAY APPROXIMATIONS

DADUNA, H.
UNIVERSITY OF HAMBURG, GERMANY

For exponential multiserver networks Jackson 's theorem states joint queue length
vectors in equilibrium having independent marginals. Despite of this the space-time
correlation structure of Jacksonian networks exhibits complex behaviour and being
almost unknown: especially, customers traversing the network experience in most
cases complex interactions of their successive sojourn times.
On overtake-free paths in equilibrium a customer's successive sojourn times behave
as independent quantit.ies. Especially, every 2-stations walk of different nodes is
overtake-free. Consequently an appealing general approxiamtion is Independent
Flow-Time-Approximation (IFTA): Compute individual node sojourn times and
assume independence. This works weil for feed-forward networks, but fails e.g. for
acyclic networks.
Association- and Correlation-Theorems should yielrl hounds for joint sojourn limes
vector probabilities in terms of their independent versions, thus provitling infor
mation about thc goodness of IFTA. \Ve prove: On any 3-station walk of distincl.

~ Joint work with L. Massoulie.
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nodes the successive sojourn times are positive upper orthant dependent (PUOD):
So in the case of 3-statioos walk IFTA yields exact lower bounds for the desired
qllantities.

HEAVY TRAFFIC LIMITS FOR SOME QUEUEING NETWORKS

DAI, J.6

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA, USA

The Brownian limits of queueing networks, known as heavy trafik limits, are a
lopk of continuing interest. We discuss arecent framework of M. Bramson and R.
\Villiams for proving heavy trafik limit theorems. Old and new heavy traflic limit
theorems based on this approach will be presented.

LONG RANGE DEPENDENCE OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF "
CLASSICAL QUEUES -

DALEY, D.
AUSTRALIA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA

Input and output processes of some classical queueing systems are studied as
stationary point processes with finite second moments. Specifically, for the sta
t.ionary arrival and departure processes denoted Narr and Ndep, I consider their.
loug range dependence (LRD) properties, meaning, counting processe~ N, that.
E[(N(Ol t])2] < 00 for finite t anel limsuPt~oo var~(Ott) = 00. The Hurst index of an
LRD point process is defined by H =inf{h : limsuPt-+oo t- 2h varN(O, t] =oo}.
A stationary renewal process whose generic lifetime random variable X has mo
ment index K == sup{k : E(X k

) < oo}, is LRD if and only if E(X 2 ) = 00,

and it has Hurst index !(3 - K). There exist renewal processes for which 0 -=
lim inft-+ oo t- 211 varN(OI t] < lim SUPt~oo t- 2H varN(O, t] = 00. In other words, there
need not be any limit associated with the Hurst index.
In all the examples of queueing systems that are given, the generic service time ran
dorn variable 8 has finite first moment, and the systems are stable and stationary.

1. Fourier techniques show that in a G/GI/oo system t Ndep is LRD if and only
if Narr is LRD.

2. A consistency property for inputs and outputs shows that in a GI/M/k system
with a finite number of servers k t Ndep is LRD if and only if Narrt and they
have the same Hurst index ~ (3 - KT) where KT is the moment index of a
generic interarrival time random variable T.

3. In a pure loss GI/GI/l/0 system with LRD input or E(52 ) = oot the output
is LRD alld Hdep =max(Harr , !(3 - KS)'

4. In a stable M/GI/l system with E(S2) < 00, and moment order in (2,3),
Ndep is LRD.

!). In a stable GI/GI/k system with E(S2) < 00, Ndep cannot be LRD if the
system is Rtable with only k - I servers unless Narr is LRD.

6 Joint work with M. Bramson.
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6. Decompose thc output of a stationary M/GI/oo system (and, this output is
Poisson), into those departures leaving no other customers in the system, and
all other departures: N öep = Nempty + Nnon-empty, say. Then the points of
Nernpty are those of a renewal process which, if E(S2) = 00, is LRD (and
Nnon-empty is LRD, tao).

PHI-RENOVATION, BACKWARDS COUPLING, AND PERFECT
SIMULATION

FOSS, S.
NOVOSIBJRSK STATE UNIVERSITY, RUSSIA

We introduce a concept of the Phi-renovation and give a criterion for its exis
tellce. Th~ Phi-renovation rnay take place when a Markov chain (Xn ) is not Harris
ergodie itself but some functional 4>(Xn ) converges to a limit in tp~ total variation
norm. A proof.af the criterion is based on the backward coupling construction (due
to LoynesL which allows us to propose a way for the perfeet (exact) simulation for
an unknawn stationary distribution of 4>(Xoo ). An exarnple of a random test graph
is considcred.

FLUID APPROXIMATION OF CONTROLLED MULTICLASS
TANDEM NETWORKS

GAJRAT, A.7

MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY, RUSSIA

The asymptotically optimal policy is constructed for a .nulticlass tandem net
work. This is achieved in two steps. First, the corresponding fluid optimal control
is solved. The second step is the construction of a policy for the stochastic queueing
network which has as fluid limit the optimal control of the fluid problem.

MULTIMODULARITY AND ADMISSION CONTROL IN
(max, +)-LINEAR SYSTEMS

GAUJAL,8.8

INRIA j LORRAINE, FRANCE

We show that quantities of interest such as expected waiting time or expected
workload are multimodular functions with respect to the arrival stream. Using
the convexity property of such funclions, we can derive convex ordering propcrties
or cone ordering comparisons. We can also show that multimodular functions are
sturmion sequences. This is then used to salve particular cases of routing problems
as weH as polling problems when the rales are balanceable.

7 Joint work with A. Hordijk.
8 Joint work with E. Altman and A. Hordijk.
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VARIANCE REDUCTION VIA AN APPROXIMATING MARKOV
PROCESS

GLYNN, P.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, USA

In many settings, one may wish to simulate a stochastic process for which there
exists a corresponding Markov process which is believed to be a good approximation
to the process of interest. For example, in the context of the single-server queue,
an approximation can be obtained from reflecting Brownian motion. In this talk,
we discuss a comprehensive framework for developing martingale control variates
and then take advantage of the presence of such approxiamtions. When computing
steady-state cxpectations, the martingale is constructed by exploiting the solution
Poisson 's equation for thc approximating Markov process; the better the approxim~";c~

tion, the greater the degree of variance reduction. We further show how to extend.
the methodology to transient expectations and many others. We conclude the talk.
with same special issues that arise in the context of an approximating process that
is a diffusion wh ich exhibits "state space collaps" relative to the original process.

A POINT PROCESS MODEL FOR MINIMAL REPAIRS

JENSEN, U.9

lJNIVERSITY OF ULM, GERMANY

Minirnal repairs have been given considerable attention in the reliability liter
ature. Instead of repladng a failed system by a new one such a minimal repair
restores the system to the state it had just before failure. Sut the state just before
failure depends on the information which is available about the system. Different
information levels are possible. In the talk a general definition is given character
izing point processes which describe time points of minimal repairs ~ith respect to
a certain information level, i.e., with respect to a certain filtration. Some examples
demonstrate the wide range of applications.

A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MARTINGALE FOR MARKOV
ADDITIVE PROCESSES AND ITS APPLICATIONS

KELLA,O. IO

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM, ISRAEL

We establish new multidimensional martingales for Markov additive processes
and certain modifications of such processes (e.g., such processes with reflecting
barriers). These results generalize corresponing onedimensional martingale results
for Levy processes. Various examples of storage processes, queues and Brownian
motion models. are given which demonstrate the applicability of these martingales.

9 Joint work with T. Aven.
10 Joint work with S. Asmussen.
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SAMPLING AT SUBEXPONENTIAL TIMES, WITH QUEUEING
APPLICATIONS

KLÜPPELBERG. c.
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MUNICH, GERMANY

We study the tail asymptotics of the random variable X(T), where (X(t»t>o is
a stochastic process with a linear drift, satisfying some regularity conditions Ifke a
central linlit theorem, and T is an independent random variable with a subexpo
nential distribution. We find that the tail of X (T) is sensitive to whether or not T
has a heavier or lighter tail than a Weibull distribution with tail e- fi. This leads
to two distinct classes, heavy-tailed and moderately heavy-tailed. Also the light
tailed case can be covered. The results can be applied via distributional Little's law
to establish tail asymptotics for steady-state queue lenght in GI/GI/] quelles with
subexponential service times.

REPRESENTAION AND PERFORMANCE OF STOCHASTIC
FLUIDS

KONSTANTOPOULOS, T.
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIf\~, USA

Consider asingle stochastic fluid, defined on the one-dimensional Skorohod re
ßection of a stochastic process {Xtl t ~ O} with cadlag paths, viz., Qt = X t + Lt ,

L t = - info<l<t(X, t\ 0): We are interested in the casewhere X t - X, = A(s, t) 
B(s, t), s ~ t~ for two locally finite raridom measures A, B. When A is continu
ous (with respect to the Lebesgue measure), B proportional to the Lebesgue mea-

. sure, and Qo = 0, it can be shown that Q admits the alternative representation
Qt = J~ l(s < c-1Q,)A(ds), where c = B(dt)/dt. Under stationarity and integra
bility assumptions this leads to Little's law EQo ::: oEAQo, where 0' = EA(O, IL
and PA is the Palm probability of the underlying stationary probability P, with
respect to A. We show in this talk- that the above can be generalized to cover a
very general case , namely when A, B are jointly stationary, and Qo arbitrary. The
alternative integral representation is completely equlvalent to the reflection map~

ping representation of the stochastic fluid. Analogously, we obtain a general Little's
law. Under some conditions, we obtain a distributional version of this law wh ich
can be used to give short proofs of formulae when A is a Levy process. The proofs
are probabilistic in contrast to analytical (Wiener-Hopf) approaches. Finally, we
define a "dual" process Q. that admits queueing interpretation and helps establish
Little's law from" the departures' point of view. The talk is motivated by the de
sire to explain and generalize some well-known results in communication networks
performance, but also by the need to unclerstand certain aspects of Levy processes.

10
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ON THE VALUE FUNCTION OF A PRIORITY QUEUE WITH AN
APPLICATION TO A CONTROLLED QUEUEING MODEL

KOOLE, G.1l

VRYE UNIVERSITEIT AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

For a two-queue system with Poisson arrivals and exponential service times
operated under the preemptive priority policy we computed the expected diseounted
holding and switching costs. Applying one step of poliey improvement to this value
runetion gives a poliey that is nearly optimal for thc·system in which one has to
decide when to switch.

ON THE USE OF LYAPUNOV-FUNCTIONS IN RENEWAL
THEORY

LAST, G. l2

TU BRAUNSCHWEIG, GERMANY

We consider a renewal process N, where the underlying distribution function F
i8 absolutely eontinuous and has a finite first moment Jl. The age process At, defined
as the distance from t to the last renewal point of N, is a homogeneous Markov
process with invariant probability measure 1r(dz) = JJ-l(l- F(:c))dz. We introduce
a Lyapunov function V satisfying the drift candition AV(z) ~ -c(r(z) + 1) for all
sufficiently large z, where A is the (extended) infinitesimal generator of (At}, E > 0,
and r(z) is the hazard rate of F. We then use well-known ergodic theorems to give
a new proof of the uniform version of Blackwell 's renewal theorem. In the second
part of the talk we elaborate on this idea and assume thc existenceof the moment
of order 0' > I. In this case the convergence in Blackwell 's theorem takes place in
a stronger ;nse and/or at a polynomial rate. - .

INFINITE TANDEM QUEUEING NETWORKS

MAIRESSE, J. 13

LlAFA, PARIS, FRANCE

Consider ·/Cl/l/oo FIFO queues interconnected in such a way that the in
terdepartures from a queue form the interarrivaJs in the next queue. We denote
respectively by s(n, k), t(n, k) and v(n, k) the service time of customer n at station
k I the interarrival time between customers n and n + I at station k, and the sojourn
time of customer n at station k. We first consider a model with a one-sided infinite
stream of customers (numbered by IN) sent through a one-sided infinite tandem of
stations (numbered by UV). Ir the services {s(n, k); n E DV, kEIN} are i.i d. and
if thc process {v(O, k); kEIN} is ergodie and verifies E[v(O,O)] > E[s(O,O/], then
tlw illtcrdcparttlrc processes T(k) = {t(ll, k); nEIN} converge weakly to a limit

I' Joint. work wit.h P. Nain.
12 Joint. work with T. Konstantopoulos.
13.Joint work with F. Baccelli, A. Borovkov and B. Prabhakar.
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distri bution.
Assume now that we consider abi-infinite stream of custorners (numbered by ~)

goillg through a one-sided infinite tandem of stations. Under stahility conditions,
, Loynes' theorem states that if the interarrival process is ergodie then the illterde
parture one is also ergodie of the same mean. Hence astation can be viewed as an

operator on the set of stationary measures in m~. If we have E[s{O, 0)3+0] < +00,
a > 0, we prove that there exist means 0 > E[s(O, 0)] for which the operator admits
fixed points which are ergodie and of mean 0". For these means, ir one starts fron1
an intcrarrival process which is ergodie there is weak convergence to the fixcd point.
This extends results which were previously known for exponential service times.

RANDOM GRAMMARY

MALYSHEV, V.
MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY, RUSSIA

After brieny introducing physical terrninology, it will be shown a drastic analogy
between one q'ueue models from ane side and quantum particle and one-dirnensional
quantutll gravity from another side.
After this loure general models will be introduced providil;g relations between cOIn
puter science and modern physics.

A CONSTRUCTIVE LARGE DEVIATION THEORY APPLIED TO
THE JOIN-THE-SHORTEST-QUEUE PROBLEM

McDONALD, D.
·UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA, USA

Consider two queues with exponential service times which serve Poisson arrivals
of two types. Some customers are dedicated to a particular queue while sorne
customers join the shortcr queue. The manner in which this system overloads
is used to characterize the efficiency.of the join the shorter queue protocol where
efficiency means approximatinga pooled system which aets like an M/M/l queue. Ir
enough discretionary customers are present then pooling occurs and the two queues
are approximately of the same length. Surprisingly a weak pooling regime may
occur where the system does ad as an M/M/I queue but one queue is a proportion
of the othed

QUEUEING NETWORKS WITH TRACTABLE STATIONARY
DISTRIBUTIONS

MIYAZAWA, M.
SCIENCE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO, JAPAN

Three types of network models are considcred: single stage transition, multi
stage transition, and concurrent movements. All lIlay have rnultiple classes of ar
rivals and departures. Thc single stage transition IJIcans that cntities in a nct.work
are routed from one node to another only oncc at a time, while the multi-st.age

I~
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transition means that they are routed repeatedly with given triggering probabili
ties. The states of these networks are eountable, but can be very general. On the
other hand, the coneurrent movement means that departures are simultaneously
generated at Dodes, and instantaneously transferred to nodes as arrivals. For the
single transition network, necessary and sufficient eonditions are derived for the
stationary distribution to be produet (orm, Le., the produc:t of its marginal dis
tributions at nodes. These eODditions immediately yields that quasi-reversibility
implies the product form. The latter is also true for the multi-transition network,
and we also have a so called biased loeal balance, ealled H cross", under some extra
cOllditions. The concurrent movement network has a tractable stationary distri
bution if the traffie equations are linear with respect to miero level of stat.cs, i.e.,
network-state level. Finally it is noted that, using the same idea as for the network
with the linear traffic equations, quasi-reversible networks can be extended so as
to have network·state dependent arrival effects and departure rates, while keeping
traetable stationary distributions.

QUASISTATIONARITY IN CONTINUOUS-TIME MARKOV
CHAINS WITH POSITIVE DRIFT

POLLETT, P. 14

UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND, BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

We shall eonsider continuous-time Markov ehains on Z+, which are both ir
reducible and transient, and which exhibit discernable stationarity berore drift to
infinity 'sets in'. After demonstrating this quasistationary behaviour with reference
to several examples of birth-death ehains, we will show how it can be modelIed us
ing a limiting eonditional distribution: specifieally, the limiting state probabilities
conditional on not having left 0 for the last time. By defining a dual chain, obtained '
by killing the original process on last exit from 0, we can invoke standard theory on
quasistationarity for absorbing Markov ehains, thus obtaining new results on the
existence of limiting eODditional distributions for irreducible transient chains.

THE CRITICALLY LOADED MULTICLASS GI/PHI N QUEUE

REIMAN, M.15

BELL LABS, MURRAY HILL, NJ t USA

We consider the GI/PH/N queue (renewal arrivals, "phase-type" service time
distribution, and N servers) with several eustomer c1asses, where a customer dass
is distinguished by its priority level in the queue and its first phase of service. We
examine the behaviour of this system in the "critieally 10adedtJ regime: N ,. 00 and
PN -+ I with ß( I - PN) ,. ß, -00 < ß < 00, where PN is the traffie intensity in
the N server system. We prove that, properly normalized, the queue length process
eonverges to a diffusion process in I RK , where K is the number of phase; in the
service time distribution. We also show that waiting times (properly normalized)
converge to a simple functional of the limit diffusion for the queue length.

14 Joint work with P. Coolen~Schrijner and A. Hart.
15 Joint work with T. Puhalskii.
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RECENT RESULTS ON ROSS'S CONJECTURE

ROLSKI, T.
UNIVERSITY OF WROCLAW, POLAND

Ross '78 asked whether higher ftuctuation of the arrival processes worsens per
formance characteristics. In this context he posed a conjecture in the set up of a
Cox/GI/l queue with random intensity function A(t) such that t J~ A(v)dv ~ X,
that the expected mean waiting time in the Cox/GI/ I system is bigger than in the
associatcd M/G 1/ I queue with arrival rate X and same service times.
In this talk I show two new results dealing with Markov-modulated queues. The
first result gives the strang stochastic ordering between the waiting times in the
Markov-modulated queue and the associated M/GI/I queue. The second result
deals with a family of Markov-modulated systems parameterized by c > 0, where
Qe = cQ is the transition intensity matrix of the environmental process J(t), and
says the ~icx monotonocity of work~load ~, c > O.

ASYMPTOTICS OF STOCHASTIC NETWORKS WITH
SUBEXPONENTIAL SERVICE l'IMES

SCHLEGEL, 5.16

UNIVERSITY OF ULM, GERMANY

\Vc analyse the tail behaviour of stationary response times in the dass of open
stochastic networks with renewal input admitting a representation as (maxI +)-
linear systems. .

FOT a J(-station tandem network of single server queues with infinite buffer ca
pacity, which is one of the simplest models in this dass, we first show that if the tail
of the service time distribution of one server, say server ;0 E {I, ... , K}, is subexpo
ncntial and heavier than those of the other servers, then the stationary distribution
of the response time until the completion of service at server j ~ io asymptotically
hehaves like the stationary response time distribution in an isolated single-server
queue with server ;0. Similar asymptotics are given in the case when several service
time distributions are subexponential and asymptotically tail-equivalent.

This result is then extended to the asymptotics of general (max, +)-linear sys
tems associated with i.i.d. driving matrices having one (or more) dominant diagonal
clltry in thc subexponential dass. In the irreducible case, the asymptotics are sur
prisingly sinlple, in comparison with results cf the same kind in the Cramer case:
the asymptotics only involve the excess distribution of the dominant diagonal entry,
the rnean value of this entry, the intensity of the arrival proccss, and the Lyapunov
exponent of the sequence of driving matrices. In the reducible c~e, asymptotics of
the same kind, though somewhat more complex, are also obtained.

'6 Joint work with F. Baccelli and V. Schmidt.
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AN EXTENDED LEVY FORMULA FOR MARKOV PROCESSES

SERFOZO, R.
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA, USA

Consider a continuous-time Markov process in which a value (cost or utility) is
associated with each transition of the process. Levyts formula is an expression for
the expeetation of these values in a time interval. Many applieations of Markov
proeesses, such as those involving travel times, are based on more general values
of the process at transition times. We present an extended Levy formula for the
e~p~ctation of such functions. This formula provides a framework for characterizing
Palm probabilities for stationary Markov processes. The key idea is to formulate
events of interest as the ~'entiren sampIe path of the process being in certain subsets
of aH sampie paths. An example is given for the expected time it takes a Markov
process in equilibrium to travel from one set to another.

LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

SHWARTZ, A.
TECHNION, HAlFA, ISRAEL

We consider pure·jump Markov processes. We make the general observations
about structure oflocal state functions in typical queues, state of the art in b~,lßdary

theory, and "usefulu soft arguments for solving the variational problem.
We then treat two applications: serve the longer queue with asymmetrie service
rates, and AMS model with arrivals, departures and "off" states. In each case we
find the optimal (most Iikely) path to overflow aod ealculate its probability. "

CHANGE ANALYSIS IN QUEUEING SYSTEMS

STEINEBACH, J.17

PHILfPPS-UNIVERSITY, MARBURG, GERMANY

We are interested in testing changes of certain characteristics of queueing sys
tems which are often determined as the asymptotic means or variances of corre
sponding proeesses describing the model. On assuming that the latter processes
satisfy a weak invanance pnnciple with a suitable rate, we derive some asymptotic
CUSUM tests for detecting changes in these characteristics. Conditions for the
consistency of these tests are also discussed.

17 Joint work with L. Horvath.
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STRONG CONSERVATION LAWS ON SAMPLE PATHS:
APPLICATIONS TO SCHEDULING QUEUES AND FLUID

MODELS

STIDHAM, 5., JR.
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL, USA

Thc achievable-region approach, based on strang conservation laws, has most
orten heen applied to stochastic scheduling and other control problems in the con
text of performance measures that are steady-state expected quantities. For some
problems, however I strong conservation laws hold for performance measures at ev
ery point in time on every sam pIe path. We exploit this property to study optimal
control for certain queueing systems on a sample-path basis. Examples include
prccmptive scheduling to minimize a weighted surn of work in the system in each
dass, non-pr l '~mptive scheduling to minirnize a weighted surn of the number of cus
tomers in each dass (when all classes have the same service-time distribution), and
scheduling processing of fluid in a multi-dass fluid system operating in a random en
vironment. The last problem is solved by considering the related Skorohod problem
and its minimal solution.

JOB-SHOP SCHEDULING AND CONTROL OF MULTI-CLASS
QUEUEING NETWORKS VIA MULTI-CLASS FLUID NETWORKS

WEIS5, G.
UNIVERSITY OF HAlFA, ISRAEL

We discuss "fluid heuristics" for the scheduling and control of manufacturing
systems. Such systems can be modeled as job..shops or as multi-dass queueing
networks. We point out the similarities and differences between the two types of
models, and re-formulate them with a stress on the common features. We define
multi·class fluid networks, which approximate the systern~ and are obtained through
scaling and limiting process from the.multi-dass queueing model, or through relax
ation from the job-shop model. We the~ propose the following scheme for heuristic
schcduling aod control: Formulate a multiclass fluid network problem. Salve the
fluid problem. Obtain a scheduling heuristic which imitates the fluid solution. Eval
uate the performance of this heuristic. We discuss the various steps in general and
illustrate them in examples. First for the solution of fluid scheduling problems, we
solve the fluid minimum makespan problem. The solution is very simple, it consists
of constant flows which reduce alt bufers at the same rate until they reach zero at
a time which is easily seen to be lower bound for hoth the fluid aod the original
problem. We also discuss minimization of flowtime, which is aseparated continuous
linear program of the kind solved in general by Pullan~ and for which we have de
veloped an efficient algorithm in the case of two machine re-entrant lines. Next we
discuss heuristic scheduling rules. We show how to construct an on-line heuristic
(which starts jobs in order of arrival, in non-predictive fashion), which with the
use of safety stocks keeps the bottleneck busy and the other machines keep pace
with the bottleneck. We then perform a probabilistic analysis of this heuristic to
show that for a problem of size N its suboptimality does not exceed clog(N) with
a probability of 1 - 1/N .
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NONLOCAL AND NONLINEAR DIFFUSION EQUATIONS AND
THEIR APPLICATIONS TO QUEUEING NETWORKS

WOYCZYNSKI, W.
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY t CLEVELAND t OH t USA

I will discuss our recent work on stochastic flows governed by nonlocal and
nonlinear integro-differential equations of "parab9Iic" type and their applications
to the analysis of queueing networks. That wouJd include same scaJing limit results
as weil as a McKean-style "propagation ofchaos" approximation results. The typical
queueing appllcation is the queueing serial network where the hydrodynamic limit
for the related asymmetrie exclusion interacting particle system leads to the Burgers
equation. Another example is the (SN)2-(lack of) discipline network which leads
to ather conservation laws. (SN}2 = SNSN = Serial Netwarking Secretary Network
forbids service unless there is an extra customer waiting in line. ~C:.•: ."

Author of the report: Sabine Schlegel, Ulm
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